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The 2020 breeding season is approaching; many producers are still scratching their head at 

what the hell happened in 2019. It was a year of many challenges including price swings and 

wicked weather. I am not the only person to say good riddance to the whole year. 

2020 is a year of optimism for us at WAGNER BROTHERS ANGUS, It has been and hopefully 

keeps being one of the most mild winters here in many years. Cattle are in good shape, with 

much less input than the previous year. The word on the street is we are seeing peek cattle 

numbers in the United States. This bodes well for prices in the next five years. 

I am particularly optimistic about our cattle program. We have been growing our registered 

herd organically for about 15 years or so. In 15 years this is the first year we will be offering 

bulls from an AI STUD. This makes us a little unique in terms of seed stock producers. 

I see it as an advantage, because instead of chasing one popular Al sire to the next, we have 

been carefully selecting sons from some of the BEST MATERNAL HERDS IN THE COUNTRY. 

We then kept their best sons for ourselves and kept daughters from them. This has allowed us 

to see from both a sire and cow reference what WORKS BEST IN OUR ENVIRONMENT. It gives 

us a tremendous advantage going forward. 

Our registered herd number is creeping up quickly and will be calving close to three hundred 

head this year, and well over that the next. 

Making us ONE OF THE LARGEST REGISTERED HERDS in the state. I believe with our numbers, 

and unique selection techniques, our bulls will be some of the HIGHEST CALIBER seed stock 

in this environment. 

This year we are offering 30 YEARLING BULLS, the best of 80 bulls, for private treaty. Nearly 

every bull is for sale at $2200 OR LOWER, there are a couple of exceptional sons priced 

higher that we don't care if they just stay on the ranch. 

Everybody raises cattle differently, there is no one "correct" way. I respect that. I thoroughly 

enjoy meeting other producers and learning from them. 

I am excited to see PREVIOUS COSTUMERS AND GREET NEW ONES. 
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Bulls can be delievered to most areas in ND 
Discount of $100 if you pick up bull(s) after 

purchase. 

L� 
Bulls are bred and raised on the Wagner 
Ranch. Their condition will be sound and 
ready to breed After purchase and bull 
does not perform to expections, please 

contact us. 

Take Highway 14 Northwest out of 
Towner for fou miles until 6th Ave, Travel 
straight North until 71st Street, turn East 

for a mile 
Address: 

795 71st St. NE Towner ND 58788 

�{M 
Sam Wagner 701.833.5447 

Wagner Ranch 701 .. 5375889 

www.wagnerangus.org 

v� 
Come see our bulls anytime. 

Contact 701-833-5447 

79571stSt. NE 

'Towner ND 58788 
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Sinclair D nast 7WC16 
Sinclair Dynasty proved to be a reliable calving bull last 
spring and surprised us with his consistent growth in the 
pasture and in the feedlot. He definitely stamps his progeny 
with a square hindquarters and thick neck, making his sons 
look masculine and powerful. Nothing shows more approval 
than the fact that we have 30 more progeny on the way! 

Tag: 7WC16 

Tattoo: 7WC16 
Sinclair Dynasty 7WC16 *18826246 

Bull Angus GS Birth Date: 03/19/17 

#Wandering CRK Dynasty JRM 2F 

+Sinclair Dynasty 3WCD7 
#+Sinclair Eriskay 2N1 7883 

#*N Bar Prime Time D806[AMF-CAF-XF]

Sinclair Lady Ida 7P15 5BT13 
Sinclair Lady Ida 5BT13 

BW: 77 
WW Adj: 679 

WW Ratio: 116 
YWAdj: 991 

YW Ratio: 103 

YHAdj: 

CED BW WW YW CEM Milk $EN CW Marb RE Fat SM SF $B 

Ac.c Ac.c Ac.c Acc Acc Ac.c Ac.c Acc Acc ACK; SW $G 

+7 -.6 +44 +64 +s +14 +19 +16 +.Jo +.11 +.041 +41 +36 +64 

.33 .57 .49 .42 .26 .30 .39 .35 .35 .32 +45 +28 

Sinclair Rollin Coal 6K7 
6k7 has been used heavily 3 years running at Wagner ranch. 
We will have over 30 Dams in production out of this sire. 
Excellent calving ease bull with higher than average libido 
for a Sinclair bull, which is saying something. Daughters are 
perfectly uttered and have outstanding cow sense that we 
do not take for granted at the Wagner ranch. 

Tag: 6K7 
6K7 

Sinclair Rollin Coal 6K7 *18487747 
Tattoo: Bull GGPLD Birth Date: 02/02116 

+Sinclair Entrepreneur 8R 101 [AMF-CAF-XFJ BW: 72 

*Sinclair Broker 3RC33 WWAdj: 629 

#+Sinclair Lady Ida 8XV12 C52 WW Ratio: 114 

YWAdj: 1043 
+Sinclair Emulation 2F7 YWRatio: 105 

*Sinclair Blkcap 4FB1 1BA10 YHAdj: 
Sinclair Blkcap 1BA10 5XA24 

CED BW WW YW CEM Milk $EN CW Marb RE Fat SM SF $B 

Ac.c ACK; Ace Ace Ace Ace Ace Ace Ace Ace $W $G 
+4 -.2 +40 +67 +4 +21 +7 +21 +.84 +.29 +.008 +47 +34 +92 

.42 .68 .61 .53 .25 .27 .40 .32 .34 .31 +41 +59 
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